
Preschool 16 13%

Kindergarten 18 15%

First grade 17 14%

Second grade 24 20%

Third grade 18 15%

Fourth grade 13 11%

Fifth grade 13 11%

1 1 1%

2 5 4%

3 39 33%

4 74 62%

119 responses
View all responses  Publish analytics

Summary

My child is in grade.

I feel welcome at Mary Rowlandson Elementary School. (MRE)

The MRE office staff is responsive to my concerns.

Edit this formamasterson@nrsd.net
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1 3 2%

2 9 6%

3 63 41%

4 78 51%

Preschool 18 12%

Kindergarten 28 18%

1st Grade 27 18%

2nd Grade 25 16%

3rd Grade 26 17%

4th Grade 10 7%

5th Grade 19 12%

153 responses
View all responses  Publish analytics

Summary

Mary Rowlandson Elementary (MRE) is a safe school.

My child is in grade

The school maintains a high level of supervision of all entrances and exits of
the building

Edit this formamasterson@nrsd.net
MRE School Safety Survey



1 4 3%

2 20 13%

3 68 44%

4 61 40%

1 3 2%

2 28 18%

3 74 48%

4 48 31%

1 3 2%

2 11 7%

3 40 26%

4 99 65%

1 1 1%

2 12 8%

3 46 30%

4 94 61%

Office staff are aware of all visitors in the building during school hours

My child enjoys school this year.

My child has positive experiences with other children.

There is an adult in the school that my child is comfortable with and can go to if
he/she needs help.
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1 1 1%

2 5 3%

3 41 27%

4 106 69%

1 2 1%

2 3 2%

3 30 20%

4 118 77%

1 2 1%

2 5 3%

3 40 26%

4 106 69%

1 1 1%

2 5 3%

3 47 31%

4 100 65%

My child feels physically safe in the classroom.

My child feels emotionally safe in the classroom.

My child feels physically safe in the lunchroom and at recess.

My child feels emotionally safe in the lunchroom and at recess.
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1 1 1%

2 7 5%

3 53 35%

4 92 60%

1 1 1%

2 7 5%

3 57 37%

4 88 58%

1 5 4%

2 10 8%

3 42 34%

4 68 54%

1 7 6%

2 14 11%

3 42 33%

4 63 50%

MRE effectively meets students’ emotional needs.

My child feels physically safe on the bus.

My child feels emotionally safe on the bus.

My child rides on bus #
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5 3 3%

8 12 12%

9 15 15%

15 14 14%

16 14 14%

17 10 10%

18 11 11%

20 24 23%

1 1 1%

2 9 6%

3 55 36%

4 88 58%

The school's dismissal procedures ensure the safety of students.

Comment Section

Thank you for all of your work ensuring that our children are safe and happy!  My daughter

was walking to her classroom after getting off the bus one morning, and an older student from

her bus approached her in the hall and made very hurtful and disparaging remarks to her. I don't

believe there were any adults supervising this (if there were, I would assume they would have

done something) and she did not know the boy's name and didn't know what to do. Perhaps

some additional supervision or escorts for younger kids who have to walk a long way to their

classrooms would be nice. She is in the half day class, and has a longer walk than other

kindergarteners since it is located in the next hallway.  It would be great if there were better

barriers at the school entrance, bullet proof glass and locked doors once a visitor is in and has

signed it, and then the 2nd set of doors could be unlocked... anyone can just run right in once

the door has been unlocked for them.  Great job thank you  My child has specialized

transportation so I was unable to put in a bus number. Classroom doors should be locked at

all t imes for safety and they are not.  I'm not sure how safe MRE is as it's my first experience

with a public school. I do feel that the "signing" in part is kind of voluntary and it seems like

anyone could ring the bell, open the door, and have access to the school by walking past the

main office. I have volunteered and noticed that the doors to my child's classroom has been

consistently locked and I feel this is a great safety measure. My impression is access at the

main door could be monitored more and perhaps it is done in a manner I'm not familiar with. I

think that is someone with ill intention is let in (after buzzing the bell), they can run anywhere in

the school and cause harm. There is no way to physically stop them. As for the school bus,
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there are older kids that have been teasing my daughter, even if she asks them to stop (hitting

her head with their bags for example) and having her open her back pack and look through her

things and papers from her folder (not with bad intentions though), and she doesn't have a strong

enough mind to stand her ground and say no. I'm not saying that this happens all the time but

she has mentioned it multiple t imes.  The bus situation this year has not been a good one.

The children express that the bus driver screams, and stops the bus at times and yells. She

never greets the children in the morning or says anything when they get off the bus. My 5 year

old thinks this is normal, but the second grader knows it is not. The last 2 years they had a

wonderful kind lady.  My child is in the LINKS program and takes a van to school. My child

loves riding the van and is very happy with the teacher and assistants.  We have the best bus

driver in the world. She loves the kids and the kids love her. My kids have been exposed to at

least one very bad bus driver and a handful of others in this district who fail to effectively teach

the children how to behave safely. In such environments, there is a definite lack of respect

among the students as well as between the students and their bus driver (and vice versa). I am

so glad to have our bus driver because what she teaches my kids now goes with them for the

rest of their lives.  We feel the emotional needs of specialty students takes precedent over the

needs if the general class. I am really impressed with the new camera system setup and

admitting procedure to enter the building. I was in the office the other day to pick up my

daughter early for an appointment and an officer from another district buzzed. did

not recognize him and made him announce himself, and then had go out and speak

to him instead of buzzing him in. Thumbs up in my book!! my child has not verbalized any

negative or positive feedback about his safety or security... In terms of the bus, I do not

always like the middle school children riding home with the elementary school children at the

end of the day. If they do ride the bus, I would prefer that the older children sit up front with the

kindergarteners, so the bus driver can monitor some of the conversations/language...(limiting

exposure to some of the inappropriate things they are hearing). KEEP ON. WE SUPPORT

YOU  My child has a special needs child in his room. This child's frequent outbursts of anger,

physical hitting and kicking and hurting his aide are very troublesome to my child. This behavior

has just recently come to my attention. This child does not reflect the great education being

provided by his classroom teacher. What is reflects is the importance of Nashoba relooking at

their programs and how they can mainstream all children in a better manner. I know my child is

loved and cared for, but the behavior he is forced to witness day after day is unacceptable. As a

teacher in a different district, I know how difficult it is to include all, but other districts do it

different and better. My district has an ACCESS program. There are two teachers dedicated to

this population. Each comes with an assistant and they are not in the general classrooms

unless their behavior is appropriate. Yes, we have bad days.. but not every single day.. When

children scare and cause worry to other children daily, we MUST rethink our placement and

structure. You may contact me at: 

 This is my child's 1st year at MRE and I feel

like I really don't know the answers to some of these required questions. I do not know if the

office knows who is in the school at all times and I do not know who Is watching every door.
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We have had conflicts with school activities and the district's rental program (e.g. renting MRE

to outside parties). Most recently kids were signed up for Feb vacation enrichment program and

there was a conflict with a rental to an outside organization. The kids could not do their

scheduled enrichment program activities that day because the renters were using the cafeteria

and given priority over the families that paid for an enrichment program offered by the district.

Also, i don't think it's safe to have the school open to outside organizations while school related

activities are running. I doubt I would participate in the program again until i had confidence that

we won't have such conflicts. The district's top priority should be to provide a safe learning

environment for the children and kids shouldn't get dsiplaced by an outside organization renting

the space!! Also had such conflicts with basketball on Sundays and outside parties. If they can't

coordinate rental/school related activities, i feel you are not enforcing district's safety standards.

I think you should have same standards in place for enrichment program and i think parents

probably expect similar standards are in place.  My son rides on t he van and we are very

pleased with the driver and other students on the van.  Our bus driver is an amazing and caring

woman. She is clearly dedicated to the safety of all children. I am forever impressed with her

consistent effort to provide an environment where the children are expected to behave in a

respectful and well disciplined manner. I wish that all families could have a bus driver like ours.

Is this the same silly survey that was sent out last year? What's the point since nothing will

change?? Feeling safe and being safe are 2 completely different things. Sadly, this is a foreign

concept to school administrators. They think putting up a sign that says "STOP, check in in the

office" will stop someone who has bad intentions. After spending time in the school as a

volunteer, I've come to realize how simple it would be to get into the school and walk around the

school unquestioned. It has already happened this year in the Nashoba School District, right?

More than once? Twice? Pat yourselves on the back. Bus  I have seen on occasion that

the side doors are left propped open after classes come in from recess, which of course defeats

any other safety measures. I feel like a person with ill intent could still enter the building and

head straight down the main hallway without being stopped. Also, my daughter was released to

a friend's parent (she had never gone home with this person) with only a note from the friend's

parent. I had forgotten to include a note myself for her to be picked up by anyone else that day.

In the end it was ok, but unsettling that no one checked with me.  This is based on my child

having no social or emotional issues and usually feels very comfortable and confident whether at

school, home or elsewhere. I believe that the children would benefit from bus monitors.

Especially on the ride home. I would be willing to pay a fee for this service. It is too hard for the

driver to have a safe environment without hitting and rough housing and drive the bus safely.

My child does not currently ride the bus. I strongly feel that there should be bus monitors on

each bus. The bus drivers should focus on driving. Monitors could help keep order and prevent

bullying on the bus. We have been very happy with the safety at MRE. KEEP UP THE GOOD

WORK. Thanks.  Coming to NRSD this year from another district, I would like to share that I

have been particularly impressed with my child's bus driver (bus . She is kind to the children,

very attentive, and focused on her riders' safety.  This has been a very bad year for the bus. I

have been told over and over how crazy the bus driver is, not only by my children , but at least
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two other families. She was chronically late for months. She never greets the children in the

morning with a hello and never a word when they get off the bus. I have been told that she will

stop in the middle of the road just to scream at them. Hope we can have a new bus driver next

year,as my 5 year old thinks this is normal. Not a good way to start your day!  I think the

school has many opportunities with regards to the front entrance check-in and buzzer process. I

don't feel confident the school has a strong handle on who comes in the front doors and why

visitors are present.  I rated the first 2 questions on the basis of the extended care program.

What I don't like is once the clock hits 3pm anyone can walk into the school. My child was in

extended care, and although I feel the school is safe, I dont understand why the doors are

unlocked. From 3 until 6pm nobody knows who is in the building. Needs improvement in this

area  Although there are very good security measures during schools hours, after school hours

security is lacking. In addition to my preschool child, I also have a child in the middle school.

There have been countless occasions when we were able to just walk through the middle school

doors and into the hallway that leads into the elementary school during the evening hours. We

were grateful that the school was open so we could retrieve her homework but there are also

security concerns there as well. There are many teachers that are on the MRE staff that have

not only taught my daughter reading, writing and math, but they took the time to make her and

others feel important. They also stress the importance of acceptance and understanding. I t ruly

believe that the lessons that many of the teachers have delivered throughout the years have

made my daughter a better person and I feel grateful for having them in her life. 

Parent pick up could be safer and more efficient. At our child's summer camp there are 5 posts

at pick up. At the beginning of the pick up line a counselor has a list of children and asks who

you are picking up and their password. Once the password is confirmed they radio to the pick

up area and tell the counselor which post you will pick up at and they give you a number. I think

the school could implement and utilize this system fairly easily. As far as the buses, I think

they could use a monitor. The driver can not be expected to drive safely and control over 30

children. Sometimes just the presence of an adult is enough to deter poor behavior.  Idiots.

Liberals=idiots. My child is too young to know better. "My child" feels safe but safety at MRE is

a joke. Safety at NRSD is still a home. I just have to take a leap if faith. Statistically, "my child"

is safe but it takes so little effort to get into a NRSD school that it's pathetic. But liberals care

so much more about feelings. Forget reality. As long as you feel good.

Number of daily responses
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1 1 1%

2 7 6%

3 47 39%

4 64 54%

1 0 0%

2 5 4%

3 47 39%

4 67 56%

1 0 0%

2 8 7%

3 41 34%

4 70 59%

1 1 1%

2 13 11%

3 54 45%

4 51 43%

The MRE administration is accessible.

The MRE administration is responsive to my child's needs.

The Superintendent consistently shows leadership of the District in
accessibility, actions and words.

The Superintendent provides parents, students, and the community with
information so that District work is clear, understandable, and helps students’
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1 2 2%

2 19 16%

3 47 39%

4 51 43%

1 1 1%

2 14 12%

3 62 52%

4 42 35%

1 1 1%

2 11 9%

3 33 28%

4 74 62%

1 3 3%

2 18 15%

3 35 29%

4 63 53%

growth toward their full potential.

The Superintendent manages the District’s finances, operations staff
selections, and facilities in a way that is economically and financially prudent.

The parent teacher conferences are useful in helping me to understand how
well my child is doing in school.

I am satisfied with communication between school and home.
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1 2 2%

2 14 12%

3 42 35%

4 61 51%

1 1 1%

2 9 8%

3 46 39%

4 63 53%

1 1 1%

2 16 13%

3 48 40%

4 54 45%

1 0 0%

2 8 7%

3 40 34%

4 71 60%

MRE's fall Open House provides me with the information that I need to start
the school year.

The MRE handbook provides useful information about school procedures and
policies.

I refer to the school website for infomation about the school and district
events.

I feel welcome in my child’s classroom.
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1 4 3%

2 17 14%

3 24 20%

4 74 62%

1 3 3%

2 14 12%

3 34 29%

4 68 57%

1 1 1%

2 11 9%

3 40 34%

4 67 56%

1 0 0%

2 5 4%

3 39 33%

4 75 63%

My classroom teacher provides information on a regular basis that keeps me
informed of classroom curriculum and content.

I know what my child's teacher expects of my child.

My child's teacher has high expectations for my child.

My child feels valued as a member of his/her class.
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1 1 1%

2 2 2%

3 4 3%

4 26 22%

5 86 72%

1 3 3%

2 5 4%

3 46 39%

4 65 55%

1 4 3%

2 17 14%

3 53 45%

4 45 38%

1 2 2%

2 14 12%

3 45 38%

4 58 49%

I check my child’s homework/agenda every night.

My family feels included in the MRE Community.

I understand the mission of the PTO.

The PTO supports the misson of the school.
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1 2 2%

2 7 6%

3 48 40%

4 62 52%

The PTO supports our school by enriching experiences of our students.

I would consider joining and serving as an active member of the PTO to
support MRE teachers and students if…

If there were responsibilities that were reasonable time commitments for working parents. I

wasn't working full time  I was not already over committed in other activities.  there were

more activities  The PTO does feel a bit like a club that I don't belong to. The parents that I

know that are more involved have never once asked if I was interested to attend, nor have they

ever sent out personal reminders of meetings. I think if current attendees reached out a little, the

parents like myself would make the extra effort to come.  Already an active member...  If I

was not already over-committed with other activities.  the PTO seems to be a bit exclusive this

year... there are a clique of parents in the PTO I feel uncomfortable with. past years have been

better.  I knew more about the PTO and was is expected of me I had more time. I was not

already over-committed in other activities.  If I knew what was expected and what it entailed

If they met at a later time during the week or on the weekends. I cannot make the meeting

times.  Already am active in PTO...  I had more time  I had more time and flexibility. I have

prioritized other volunteer commitments. it were at more accesible times, taking into account

working parent schedules  my children were a little older. It's hard to commit and be available

for activities when I have young children who are not school age.

If you do not attend PTO meeting, what would make you more likely to attend?

A less hectic family schedule...I am so involved with all my children's personal activities that

their is really no room for me to fit a PTO meeting into my evening schedule. And if I could make

a meeting, I know I would not be able to volunteer my time to an event because I am stretched

to the max already. It's frustrating because I would like to be involved, especially so I can meet

more people from the community. (My child is school-choice from another district.)  Keep

meeting time consistent...More networking with parents...  If I gave up other activities, I would

have more time to attend PTO.  Change the time.  A babysitter. Offering sitters on location

or maintaining a list of kids looking for babysitting jobs in the area would be a HUGE help.

baby sitter  More understanding  More undestanding  If there was more encouragement to

attend - more than the generic announcements.  An understanding of what will be discussed

prior to the meeting, as well as it being more accesible. As a working parent, making it to the

meeting and trying to find child care is difficult  Need to set a consistent start t ime for monthly
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meetings...  If I dropped other "extra" activities.  If I dropped other activities that take up my

time, I would assist more / attend PTO.  More time in the day :)  a babysitter If mre watch

children during pto meeting  A baby sitter  School calendar planning committee

My favorite thing about MRE is...

seeing how involved the administration/staff are with all the day to day activities with the

students...and always with a smile. I love seeing Mr. O'Shea & Mrs. Friend outside everyday at

either pick-up or drop-off, and how they are constantly stopping by classrooms to stay involved. I

love to see all the fun activities that are incorporated into the school day that are still

educational, but exciting for the students. It's t ruly refreshing...  The teachers have been

fabulous. The school has a 'small town feel' but provides a top notch education. I also like the

integration of the special needs students into the population - it promotes understanding and

true friendships between all types of kids.  Communication  the sense of community  I

think the communication and the commitment demonstrated by the teachers we've interacted

with so far (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th grades) is exceptional. We feel very confident having our child

in this school system. that the teachers make learning fun! My daughter loves going to

school. All the staff really work hard to make every child feel important and included.  the

community spirit I enjoy the sense of community across MRE teachers and families.  The

staff & administration knowing the children, smiling and greeting them by name. Staff are willing

to have fun at events such as LipSync, Literacy Night & Tricycle race. This means a lot to

students and families.  The teachers  the children  Great teachers and staff.  The nice

programs that the school has Math Night, Literacy Night, Lip Sync, Family Movie Night.  MRE

has provided exceptional support system to accommodate my son's academic needs.  The

care and attention adults in the building show towards all students, while maintaining positive

attitudes, yielding a welcoming atmosphere.  We are new to MRE this year. We are very

pleased with  and the collaborative work of the 2nd grade team. We appreciate how

communicative both the school and district are. Though I have been unable to volunteer or

participate in many activities we feel a part of the school family and appreciate the care our

daughter has received as a new student.  The Community....  The teachers, including the

Title I teachers, are incredible. They are truly concerned about the kids. Everything  Great

teachers and staff. Curriculum.  The bright atmosphere, the meaningful writings on the school

hallways. I think it inspires us all to be better people.  the strive to improve instruction.

Small size, staff seems to know my child by name and greets her when they see her  The

attention and importance they give to the kids. The positive community spirit that exists in the

building is contagious, and the staff is very supportive.  The experience my daughter and I have

had since day one, we feel like part of educational greatness. She loves to go to school and the

teachers, staff and student body make learning fun. the friendly staff and children  the

Kindergarten staff  The people and their love of the students  Sense of community  All

children are included  teacher and student interaction  its teachers!  THE SPED TEAM - I

don't know what my husband and I would have done without the team support and guidance

since Lucas started school at 3yrs old! The teachers.  I think the preschool teachers are
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outstanding.

If you feel something at MRE needs to be changed, what one thing would that
be?

Better Communication... More enthusiasm from teachers and administrators... The wasteful

practices of the cafeteria. The use of disposable trays, etc. is environmentally irresponsible. I

can't believe this practice takes place in our school!  I wouldn't change a thing. I think it is an

incredible school with an amazing administration and staff. Thank you for all you do!  More

extension work for our brighter students  Nothing  Getting my parents involved it pto. April

vacation schedule. Week prior to vacation has 2 1/2 days and no school on Friday. That is

nearly 2 weeks off from school and it takes my kids 1-2 weeks to readjust.  The cafeteria

needs to be more environmentally friendly!!!! I can't believe they use disposable trays, etc. This

is a really irresponsible and wasteful practice!  auditorium size  Concerned about security at

entrance of school, i would like for my kids to get help applying sunscreen before going outside

(right now in prek and kindergarten) as there are multiple incidences of malignant melanoma in

their immediate family  Administration!!  Better communication from teachers about what is

going on in the classroom and what they are teaching at the moment. I see plenty of math and

spelling items but what else? I have volunteered my services in and out of the classroom several

times and have not had much response. On a separate note, regarding the survey...an "I don't

know" response would be helpful or do not make all the questions mandatory. I am not yet

knowledgeable enough about the district to answer those questions with one of the provided

answers, however I was was forced to pick an answer anyway so it may not be entirely

accurate. Aso, I was not able to attend the Open House last year due to not having a babysitter

and not being able to bring kids. Again, I was forced to choose an snwer that did not really apply

for me.  More communication from the administration. For example, there is a link on the

website for the school newsletter but there is never one there. There is not enough

communication from the principal. What happened to the principal's chats?  Increased

communication home from the first grade team. It is difficult to judge student progress as we

have seen no corrected school work (including spelling tests) since October.  I would like to

see more consistency in promoting writing. It seems that writing is emphasized more in the

years that the MCAS long composition is administered. More challenging work for more abled

students  I would love division in classrooms to support individual needs of children. There is

special help for those who lag behind, it would be nice to see talents fostered in those that

excel. More offerings for students to excel and extend their learning if they are beyond

meeting the standard.  At the open house, I would have liked more information specific to my

child's classroom not just an overview of curriculum for the whole grade. For example, daily

schedule, routines, expectations for students and parents, etc.  To have a before school drop

off program to accommodate parents whom have early work schedules.  As the parent of a

pre-schooler, my first child to enter school, I feel like there is not enough

information/communication to make this new experience more understandable for the

parents.My child is sent home with calendars but I'm never really sure what events pre-schooler
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parents can attend - or even what some of the events are. I missed a holiday concert that my

child was singing in because there was nothing specific telling me SHE was going to sing or

that I could go. There was just a note that the preschoolers were going to a c oncert, nothing

more. Last years end of school field day included some pink/white Elephant (??) thing that I had

no idea what that was. There was no explanation on the sheet. I always feel like I'm getting half

the information or that I'm not in the 'know' and that I'm going to become a nuisance when I'm

always asking questions (I know - ask as many questions as I want - but it gets t iring always

having to ask). Being in pre-school feels like being the left out baby brother/sister who wants to

know what the big kids are doing but is always left behind. I hope that changes.  We think

elementary students would benefit from an added recess, frequent movement breaks and/or

physical education each day. Auditorium size  Nothing Include the preschool in more

events when appropriate.  Two things: 1. I think the communication to parents appears

scattered and unplanned. Perhaps a weekly or bi-weekly note home from Sean on any items...

2. If parents volunteer to help out in a student's classroom, they should not be relegated to the

hall to work with a s ubset of children on a s et activity. It is a lackluster volunteer experience for

sure...Don't offer volunteer opportunities in the first grade if there isn't anything meaningful to be

done.  I think the enrichment classes should be fun and help to develop a sense of creativity

and love for the ARTS. I'd love to see a s chool wide art show displaying student work and have

the teachers give comments on report cards and be available and visible at parent conferences.

I'd like to see how my child is progressing in enrichment classes as much as academic ones.

Wasteful practices in the cafeteria. The use of disposable trays, etc is environmentally

irresponsible. It is embarrassing to me that this happens in our school!  In both kindergarten

and first grade I have felt that the curriculum has not been especially challenging to my

daughter. I've addressed it with teachers without seeing many changes.

Number of daily responses
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Preschool 7 10%

Kindergarten 7 10%

First Grade 13 18%

Second Grade 9 12%

Third Grade 18 25%

Fourth Grade 9 12%

Fifth Grade 10 14%

1 2 3%

2 1 1%

3 23 32%

4 47 64%

73 responses
View all responses  Publish analytics

Summary

What grade is your child in

Mary Rowlandson Elementary (MRE) encourages my child to achieve to the
best of his/her ability.

MRE encourages shared expectations that promote a culture of excellence.

Edit this formamasterson@nrsd.net
MRE Academic Survey



1 0 0%

2 5 7%

3 23 32%

4 43 61%

1 0 0%

2 7 10%

3 20 27%

4 46 63%

1 1 1%

2 10 14%

3 24 33%

4 37 51%

1 1 1%

2 5 7%

3 23 32%

4 44 60%

MRE strives toward achieving its mission and vision.

MRE takes into account my child’s interests and learning styles.

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to teach my child how to read.

My child enjoys reading this year.
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1 1 1%

2 8 11%

3 21 29%

4 42 58%

1 1 1%

2 7 10%

3 28 38%

4 37 51%

1 0 0%

2 8 11%

3 32 44%

4 33 45%

1 2 3%

2 3 4%

3 39 53%

4 29 40%

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to teach my child how to communicate
effectively in writing.

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to teach my child how to discuss ideas.

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to teach my child how to apply math skills.

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to teach my child how to think critically.
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1 1 1%

2 9 12%

3 33 45%

4 30 41%

1 1 1%

2 7 10%

3 33 46%

4 31 43%

1 1 1%

2 6 8%

3 35 49%

4 30 42%

1 1 1%

2 10 14%

3 34 47%

4 27 38%

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to help my child become a flexible thinker and
problem solver.

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to encourage my child’s curiosity and
application of skills in science.

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to teach my child about history and
geography.
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1 1 1%

2 9 12%

3 27 37%

4 36 49%

1 4 6%

2 9 13%

3 34 47%

4 25 35%

1 1 1%

2 10 14%

3 34 47%

4 27 38%

1 0 0%

2 4 5%

3 26 36%

4 43 59%

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to teach my child how to maintain good health
and physical fitness throughout life.

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to motivate my child’s creativity and
expression through art.

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to teach my child how to use technology and
develop 21st Century skills.

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to motivate my child’s creativity and
expressions through music.
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1 2 3%

2 9 13%

3 38 54%

4 22 31%

1 5 7%

2 6 8%

3 33 46%

4 28 39%

I am satisfied with MRE’s efforts to teach my child how to study and organize
his/her schoolwork.

My child is assigned an appropriate amount of homework.

Comments

The survey seems flawed with only 4 choices. MRE as a whole has done a great service for my

child as she has moved from bottom 10% in math to mid-50% and moved from the bottom 25%

to top half of the class in reading skills, so the focus on her individual needs has been

exceptional.  I am taking my best guess in most of these areas. I am very much unaware of

whatMRE's efforts are in second grade, and a student that young is not really able to give an

accurate and complete picture of the school day. I like what I know of the second grade teacher,

but I am putting a great amount of trust in the fact that things are going well instructionally. I

would truly appreciate more ongoing communication between school and home about the

instruction and high academic expectations for which you strive. I would like to be more of a

partner in my child's learning. I would like to see more of my child's work along the way. Most of

my "2" responses are due to the fact that I have very little knowledge on the topic being asked. I

don't know what the expectation levels are, and I rarely see my child's class work, so I do not

know if my child is meeting those expectations. I also do not know if my child's needs are being

met for those same reasons. They seem to be, but I can't say for sure. I have a very positive

opinion of the school, but I do feel that communication needs improvement so that parents can

see and understand their children's progress. Homework is challenging. Kids have very little

time now to socialize,play and develop friendships throughout the schoolday. Therefor,after

school is a t ime for exercise, friends and connection with family. I don't see the benefit of
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homework.  We have been really happy with my daughter and her k year. Looking forward to

her success in 1st grade  I continue to be critical of the Standards Based report card system.

I feel that children are not always scored according to ability, but instead scored in a way for the

school to show continued improvement in the scores. Plainly said, if a child enters 4th grade

and is already exceeding benchmarks for certain skills, they should be given a "4" in that area

on the report card in the first trimester. Instead, the child is given a "3" for the first two trimesters

and a "4" in the last trimester to show improvement. I believe that Standards Based reporting is

misleading and does not benefit those students who continue, throughout the school year, to

exceed particular standards.  I think the writing assignments are too long for second grade. I

have been told that homework should only take approximately 20 to 40 minutes, my child is

taking over an hour just to complete the writing assignments. I continue to be frustrated by

the lack of attention given to correcting spelling errors. I find them repeatedly in the polished

pieces of all fourth graders. I really feel that this system of ignoring such errors except when

they are made on spelling tests sends a very mixed message to the students. Aside from this, I

am mostly satisfied. My child loves school. My child does not enjoy school this year. I had

asked to have him placed in a well structured classroom that was conducive to his learning style

so that he could continue to progress in his academics. He did quite well this year. I feel as

though this year, the school has let us down. I'm not sure why this has happened. I have made

several attempts to communicate with the school regarding this issue, but it often feels as

though no one is listening. He has asked several times this year to be pulled out of MRE to be

home schooled. He is often sad when he comes home from school which is very unlike him. I

have been unable to volunteer as much this year as I have in the past due to my schedule. The

consequence of this appears to be that my voice has become unimportant where this child is

concerned. This is strange to me as I am having quite a di fferent experience with my other child

who also attends MRE.  I am impressed with the 3rd grade!  I love this school! I think the

amount of home isn't too much for all children just my own. With her SPD its over whelming for

her to have school work when she gets home.  Boks is fabulous. I hope it becomes a standard

option. I also love the way the classes are integrated with children with special needs. We have

had excellent teachers 100% of the time since attending MRE (including my older daughter's 6

years spent there).  We have been pretty happy with just about every aspect of our three

childrens' experiences at MRE, with one exception: the art program. They really don't look

forward to their art classes at all, and only speak about how frustrated the teacher gets with the

classes each time they are with her. Art classes, I would imagine, are supposed to be creative

and free and provide a learning environment where the kids can express themselves. Instead,

they have to put their heads down during just about every class because the kids talk as they're

working -maybe they are excited to be doing an activity that challenges them creatively? They

are young children - and I'm not sure why someone would train to be a teacher in an elementary

setting where the expectation is that you will work with young kids every day. I know it's

daunting- I too am a teacher - but I like kids and enjoy the work I do. Kids are by nature social

creatures who are easily inspired; I'll bet that should the art teachers project a more positive

tone and level of excitement about their craft, there would be many more children excited about
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attending their classes. too much homework!  WITH ME ALL IS WELL> KEEP IT UP>

Finally MRE is BACK TO THE BASICS AND BECAUSE OF THAT MRE IS SUCCEEDING IN

READING AND MATH. THAT IS THE KEY TO SUCCEEDING IN EVERYTHING ELSE AND

ONLY THROUGH SUCCESS IN READING AND MATH CAN YOU CREATE TRULY SELF-

CONFIDENT CHILDREN WHO CAN ACTUALLY ACHIEVE. THE GOULDS.  It takes my first

grade student less than 5 mins to complete the daily HW assignment.  Extremely happy! I'm a

little skeptical of the math approach, but know that it is the Common Core standards, not a

MRE-specific decision.  I think the current math program needs fixing. It is not aligned to the

Common Core.  I feel that there should be a significant increase in recess time for students. I

also feel that while there does need to be time spent on the practice of taught skills, homework

for students below the fourth grade should be minimal. If there is a push for increased time on

learning during the day, then the need for additional work at home should be removed. I also

have a concern when my student enters the year loving art and leaves not liking it at all because

of all the rules and lack of fun. Please consider some sort of showcase of student work/music

performances for parents. Extremely happy with MRE! My son is thriving!

Number of daily responses
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